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Basement, Central London

Basement developments are 

increasingly common in London, as 

space limitations force property owners

to develop the ground below their 

existing properties or in addition to 

its development/refurbishment above 

grounds. Often in enclosed spaces 

and close to other occupied 

commercial and residential properties, 

their construction requires both care 

and detailed planning, to eliminate 

risk and ensure the project proceeds 

smoothly.

A recent basement project in London

required Bauer Technologies to 

construct 574no. of Ø880/780mm 

secant wall piles, at depths varying 

from 11m to 28.5m, as well as 51no. 

of Ø1300/1200mm bearing piles with 

plunge columns, at depths varying 

from 26.85m to 44.6m. The scope of 

works included the geotechnical pile 

design, as well as construction of 336 

linear meters of guide wall. Eleven out 

of the 51 plunge column piles were 

installed through an existing basement 

using permanent liners. For the secant 

pile wall design Bauer cooperated 

closely with the client’s design team, 

in order to develop a secant pile wall 

configuration in compliance with the 

project specification, as well as the 

applicable party wall agreement that 

was in place. The depth of the secant 

pile wall primary piles was 11m, whilst 

the secondary piles reached to 28.5m, 

allowing for excavation of a 22m deep 

basement.

The permanently lined plunge column 

piles were installed through an existing 

basement, located under the piling 

platform. Bauer configured the piling 

rigs accordingly, in order to minimise 

ground bearing pressures and guarantee 

strict compliance with the applicable 

temporary works design for propping of 

the basement.

A particular challenge of the project 

was that work was being undertaken in 

a residential area, which meant Bauer’s 

s i te team had to work in s t r ict 

compliance with noise limits and working 

hours specified in the applicable Section

61 consent. Bauer also employed a 

number of noise mitigation measures, 

notably the mobi l i sat ion of an 

innovative “silent drilling bucket”, which 

allowed the operator to excavate the 

London Clay with minimal drilling noise 

when clearing spoil off the tool. 



In addition, the rig operators used a 

fast spin software function, in order to 

clear spoil off the drilling augers, rather 

than shocking them in the conventional 

fashion, which also reduced noise.

The project was complicated further by 

the fact that a part of the working area 

was very close to an existing Grade 2 

listed building on one side and a row 

of protected London Plane trees on the 

other. In order to install the secant pile 

wall efficiently in this area, the crowd 

and torque force of a BG30 piling rig 

was necessary.

However, a conventional BG30 base 

unit would have been too long to fit in 

the narrow working area, therefore Bauer

mobilised a bespoke BG30 Value Line 

machine with reduced base unit

dimensions. This bespoke rig fitted 

perfectly into the site environment. In 

order to minimise the risk of colliding 

with either the building or the trees, 

Bauer ensured that two trained banksmen 

were present each time either the rig or 

the crawler crane moved.  

The work of the three rigs and three 

crawler cranes had to be extremely 

well-coordinated with the two tower 

cranes as the site, given its size, was 

often congested. Coordination was 

assured with the Bauer team maintaining 

continuous and clear communication 

with the main contractor’s lifting team, 

to ensure that all lifting operations were 

performed safely.

The constricted site also meant that 

storage areas were very limited and 

not always close to the working areas. 

This meant the Bauer team had to 

minimise the storage time of materials 

by  communicat ing c lose ly  and

consistently with suppliers for ‘just in 

time’ deliveries. In coordination with 

the main contractor, materials were at 

times offloaded and placed in piling 

areas using the tower cranes.

Bauer’s ability to coordinate works with 

both the main contractor and others 

on site, coordinate plant movement, 

as well as design its solution around 

the many regulations governing the 

basement development, not least 

the noise mitigation and sensitivity to 

adjacent building and trees, ensured 

the project’s success. In fact, despite 

the logistical complexities of the site, 

all piling works were completed to the 

full satisfaction of the main contractor 

and without lost time or accident, 

within budget and two weeks ahead of 

schedule.

Client:
Carey Civil Engineering

Piling Contractor:
BAUER Technologies Limited

Contract Period:
January 2019 - October 2019

- BG30 Value Line & BG30 Premium Line and a BG39 piling rig

- Three LTR1100 crawler cranes

- Segmental casing (880mm and 1300mm)

- Silent drilling tools

- Plunge column installation frames & followers

Equipment Used:
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- 574no. 880/780mm secant wall piles (depth varied from 11m to 28.5m)

- 51no. 1300/1200mm bearing piles with plunge columns (depth varied from 26.8m  
 to 44.6m)

- 336 linear meters of guide wall

Bauer’s Scope of Works:


